Dr. Becky Jager
1416 Chinook St.
Moscow, ID 83843

(208)596-2127
bjager@uidaho.edu

EDUCATION
1. Doctor of Philosophy

University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Major:

History of United States (1877-present)
US West & Borderlands

Minor:

Gender Studies
Latin America

GPA:

4.0

Dissertation: Negotiating Change on the Frontier:
Indian Women Who Brokered the Collision of Cultures
Awarded Distinction
Graduation:
2. Master of Arts

Spring, 2007

University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Major:

History of United States West

Minor:

Gender Studies

GPA:

4.0

Thesis: Malinche, Pocahontas, and Sacagawea:
Cultural Intermediaries to Cultural Icons
Awarded Distinction
Graduation:
3. B.A. History
Major:

Spring, 1999

University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico
U.S. History

Graduation:

Spring, 1996

Awarded Cum Laude
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PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS
1.

Adjunct Professor

University of Idaho Moscow, Idaho

Fall, 2004 - Current
U.S. History: Lower level surveys and Upper division specialty courses
American History 1600-1877
American History 1877-present
America in the 1960’s
America 1877 - WWII
America WWII - present

Hist. 111
Hist. 112
Hist. 404
Hist. 417
Hist. 418

Course design, lectures, discussions, and grading
Supervisors: Dr. Katherine Aiken & Dr. Richard Spence

2.

Teaching Assistant

University of New Mexico

Fall, 1999 Spring, 2000 Fall, 2000
History of New Mexico
History of Western Civilization
American History 1877-present

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Spring, 2001
Hist. 303
Hist. 101
Hist. 112

Lectures, grading, writing workshops, and discussion groups
Supervisors: Dr. David Farber & Dr. Jane Slaughter

3. Vandal Assistant Swim Coach

University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho.

Fall, 2004 – Current
Coaching, counseling
Supervisor: Tom Jager
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4. Owner/Operator/Coach Gold Medal Swimming Inc.
1989 – Current
International Motivational Speaking
Age Group Club Swim Team (Moscow, Idaho)
International Swim Clinics
Summer Swim Camps
Coached an Olympic Gold Medalist (through 2 Olympics)

PRESENTATIONS
1. Spokane Corral of Westerners International
“Indian Women as Culture Brokers”
9/10

2.

Interdisciplinary Brown Bag Lecture Series
“Malinche in the Middle”
12/09

3. Network of Enlightened Women
(University Idaho for students)
“Balancing Two Worlds: Family and Career”
5/6/09

4. Suffrage Centennial Workshop
(Spokane, Washington for secondary teachers)
“Economic Forces Promoting and Hindering Women’s Right to Vote”
2/13/09
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5. Gold Medal Swimming Inc. Motivational Speaking
(World wide, for athletes, students, parents, and coaches)
“Enduring a Long Athletic Career”
“Dealing with Success & Failure”
“Juggling Academics & Sports”
“Team building”
“The Olympic Experience”
1989-Current
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Western History Association
Minority Women in History
United States Swimming Coaches Association
PROJECTS UNDERWAY
1.

I am currently in the final stages of a book (Indian women as Cultural
Intermediaries: Negotiating the Collision of Cultures on a Multi-ethnic
Frontier) for publication by Oklahoma Press, due to be published spring 201l.
This study highlights the role of native female intermediaries, bringing
historical visibility to Indian women’s critical work during frontier contact
and to their symbolic significance to national formation. It also examines how
race and gender intersected on the frontier, as well as how race and gender
have been defined and redefined in the discourse of nationalism. The legends
of Malinche, Pocahontas, and Sacagawea do not reveal their true identities or
the times in which they lived. Instead their malleable legends have
legitimized social categories and national identities that have changed over
time. Please see the attached excerpt.

2.

Over the next five years I plan to organize and conduct research on Olympic,
collegiate, and professional sports. I’m in the beginning stages of
conceptualizing and researching a social history through the lens of sports
with a particular focus on race and gender.
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Over the last few decades I have benefited from conversations with some
of the nation’s premier athletes (including but not limited to: Jackie Joiner
Kersey, Florence Griffith Joiner, Donna De Varona, Mark Spitz, Summer
Sanders, Janet Evans, and Muhammad Ali). My conversations included
discussion on the social obstacles and limitations that athletes maneuvered
during their climb toward success. I plan to situate their struggles within
historical and cultural context to view American nationalism and reveal social
categories, social expectations, and social restraints.
The world of sports offers a window on American society and provides an
excellent medium to examine racial and gender equality, nationalism, and
honorable victory. Consider some epic moments in sports: Satchel Paige
struggled to cross the color barrier in baseball only to watch Jackie Robinson
(who attended UCLA and served in the military) be chosen as a more
acceptable black man to enter the white league in 1946. Tommy Smith and
John Carlos gave a Black Power Salute on the awards stand at the Olympic
Games in Mexico City in 1968. Donna De Varona (Olympic Swimmer and
first female sports caster) addressed congress in the 1980’s to demand
enforcement of Title Nine, a federal law requiring colleges and universities to
fund men’s and women’s programs equally. (The University of Idaho added a
women’s team to be eligible for inclusion in the Western Athletic Conference
in 2004). Social equality has often been negotiated through sports.
There are less celebrated moments to consider as well: Muhommad Ali
threw his Olympic medal in the river after returning to his home town to face
racially and politically motivated hostility in 1968. Al Joiner (track Olympic
medalist) was stopped by police in Beverly Hills for being a black man
driving a Bentley in 1985. At the 1998 UCLA Sports Hall of Fame induction
ceremony, Al Joiner accepted his wife’s award (Florence Griffith-Joiner) with
their young daughter in his arms. Flo Jo had shockingly died after her heart
exploded only ten days before the gala. Her athletic prowess and her beauty
were celebrated that day, as we all remained silent on her suspected steroid
use. At sixteen years old, Jill Sterkle was portrayed as a young powerful and
“clean” American athlete after beating steroid induced East German
swimmers in 1976. At her last Olympics in 1988, an older Sterkle was
relegated to the periphery as Janet Evans and Summer Sanders took the spot
light as America’s young sweetheart swimmers. The competition to be
America’s darling of the Olympics descended into violence when Tonya
Harding’s boy friend attacked figure skater Nancy Kerrigan at the 1994 US
Figure Skating Championships in Detroit. US figure skating feared a decline
in its fan base, yet the opposite occurred. Americans were fascinated by the
female brutality. While the nation questions rising violence among women,
women’s amateur and professional boxing continues to build a substantial fan
base. Americans have frequently debated acceptable male and female
behavior through athletic examples.
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Some athletes have purposefully used their moment in front of the nation
to express a social critique or advocate for change. Others have
unintentionally launched a national discussion on what is appropriate and
inappropriate behavior. The appeal of sports is in its display of raw human
emotion (at its best and worst). That’s why millions of fans tune in to the
Olympics, World Series, Super Bowl, and NCAA basketball’s “Sweet
Sixteen.” Sports continually force Americans to question social equality and
evaluate our national culture.

STATEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL INTERESTS
I have led a duel life as a scholar and a coach. I am committed to
encouraging young adults to use their skills to positively impact the
community around them. As an academic and a coach I teach
students/athletes the value of maintaining a consistent commitment toward
their goals, to acknowledge the lessons in the inevitable failures and successes
along the way, and to appreciate the journey toward their objective.
My career path has allowed me to pursue two passions: assisting college
students in setting and achieving their academic and professional goals, and
secondly to produce scholarship on gender and race in the United States. I am
drawn to research topics that explore the interaction of race and gender in
social organization, with a particular focus on collision and negotiation
between groups. I am driven to highlight the experiences and contributions of
a diverse population.

REFERENCES
Dr. Katherine Aiken, Dean of Letters, Arts and Social Sciences at the University of Idaho
208 885-6253
Dr. Paul Hutton, Professor of History at the University of New Mexico
505 277-0188
Dr. Margaret Connell-Szasz, Professor of History at the University of New Mexico
505 277-5245
Dr. David Farber, Professor of History at Temple University
215 204-6176

